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with gillets version of the original mach3, the three-blade razor head is arguably the best in its class. prior to that, the six-bladed fusion5 had dominated the top of this category. the older model, as the gillete mach3, comes with a holder blade, which allows you to either use a hand-held shaver, or attach a safety razor, to shave with the gillette mach3. (last year giletts
version of the original mach3, the three-blade razor head is arguably the best in its class.) one of the most important ergonomic improvements is the inclusion of flexball technology, which gives the head a similar feel to a classic safety razor. flexball is the result of a giletts partnership with technology company thinkgeek; like its computer-derived namesake, flexball

features a flexible "nubs" that rest in the razor handle. flexball was designed to make the shave experience more comfortable and more effective, while cutting out the need for liners. the handle is ergonomically designed, with an internal lock system that makes the unit easier to control. it also has a cushioned grip, which provides a better grip, and a unique collar that
adjusts to your hand size. in a blind side-by-side test, the gillette mach3 was the fastest on our side test of blade-off time. it shaved 2.6 times faster than the fusion5, which was the fastest three-blade razor in its category. on the opposite end of the price spectrum is gillette mach3 pochette is a travel-size razor. its blade comes in a disposable sheath, with the plastic outer

housing protected by a foil closure. yet another minimal design, the mach3 is positioned more as a sleek container than a device with razor blades. its shave heads are mounted on two torsion bars, which means not as much leverage on the heads, as with the gillette wave. in fact, theyre designed to flex only a little bit to shave hairs. in our early shave tests, it worked
well for us, with clean shaves. though i found the glide a little gritty, and one of the handles was a little loose.
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